Appendix B
Comments Received
1- Public Comments Received
2- Agency Comments Received

1. PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timed entry...

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
My suggestion
Tuesday, August 10, 2021 10:32:49 PM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Light pollution
Tuesday, August 10, 2021 8:41:00 PM

Please limit the light pollution!!
And Noise….
I live near by…

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us;
Floyd Hill project
Tuesday, August 10, 2021 6:44:15 PM

officers@floydhill.org

As the past President of the Floyd Hill Area Property Owners Association, (FHAPOA) I worked closely
with Neil Ogden with concerns and questions about the Floyd Hill area that affects the residents here. I
understand he has moved on, and don't know who to contact now. We realize this project will take a few
years. One of our biggest concerns is the way we get to our neighborhood when going west on 70...
usually up hwy 40 from highway 65. This often gets very congested. After the project is completed we all
hope the the traffic congestion will be reduced dramatically. However in the interim we suggested a quick
easy fix. On highway 40 for the last about quarter mile as you go west on 40 before you get to the bridge
and Homestead or the entrance to back onto 70 west, we suggest that there be 2 lanes ( instead of our
current 1). The lane on the right would be for drivers who want to continue on 40 and the lane on left
would be for drivers wanting to go left to Floyd Hill or get on 70. I personally sat and counted westbound
cars on a busy backed up Friday evening. About 1300 vehicles passed me going west in one busy hour,
of which about 50 % went straight on 40 down to the bottom of 40. Of the other 50% they either turned to
Floyd Hill or got onto 70. Many cars get off 70 at highway 65 and think it faster to take 40 all the way
down to hwy 6 or re enter 70 at the top of the hill. By adding the extra lane at the top we would take care
of at least half of the cars who want to take the so called faster route, and making our drive home alot
safer and quicker. In a bumper to bumper situation it takes at least 10 minutes of extra time ( I personally
have clocked it but it seems much longer) when 40 is backed up. Neil, felt this addition of a lane would
a very easy thing to accomplish and would solve alot of the problems we have on the busy evenings
when hwy 40 is backed up from hwy 65. I know there has been discussion about some sort of a
roundabout however, this simple fix I think is better than a roundabout and easy to build and see if it
does help. Later the idea of a roundabout or other revisions can be addressed. Hopefully in five or so
years when the project is completed things will be running smooth. But until then we will still have this
back up problem on 40 on the busy days. We don't want to wait five years.
I would be very glad again to meet with anyone from Cdot and talk about this more.
On another note, we have another BIG concern. If for some reason something happens to the bridge
going over 70 at the top of the hill where the Homestead road is..... then there is NO WAY the 1000 plus
families can exit Floyd hill. Yes you read that correctly NO WAY OUT. There is no way to get to highway
65, from Floyd Hill or a back way out of Floyd Hill and our emergency evacuation route is very
questionable even if there was a fire.
Thank you , and I look forward to working with someone on this issue.

ps I tried to send this to
back, no such address

as indicated on the post card and it came

From:
To:
Date:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Tuesday, August 10, 2021 4:05:04 PM

Going westbound - two things –
First, it would be good if you could keep 3 lanes on Floyd Hill. Perhaps you could expand the
westbound express lane to start at the top or bottom of Floyd Hill. This would give you 3 lanes to
exit 232.
Second, the curve at the bottom of Floyd Hill is too tight, this slows down traffic.   So whatever you
do needs to make that less tight. Which of course you know.
One more thing, I wish you would meter the traffic coming on from US 40/6 at the bottom of Floyd
Hill. This is something that could be done right away and not cost much.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Request for Technical information cited in Floyd Hill EA
Wednesday, August 11, 2021 11:35:41 AM
image001.png

Dear CDOT Floyd Hill Team – I have been reviewing the geotechnical issues in the recently released
Floyd Hill EA document and have noted that there are key data mentioned, but not included or
referenced in the documents that have been posted. Specifically –
The Shannon and Wilson report in the Geology TR mentions in its Introduction section that:
“We have prepared a separate geotechnical data report (GDR) presenting subsurface
explorations, laboratory testing, and geophysical testing that we completed for the project as
well as existing subsurface information by others.” This GDR is referenced frequently in the
document, but the References section of the Design Report does not specifically reference
the GDR in any way. This is a very important and relevant document for the project and it is
unclear why it is not included. Can the GDR referenced by Shannon & Wilson be made
available?
In addition to the above, the Yeh and Associates report and the SNC Lavalin report in the
Geology TR show 3 borings near the west portal (YA-WP-1, YA-WP-2, and YA-WP-3) of the
proposed tunnel and 2 borings at the east portal (YA-EP-1 YA-EP-2) that are not presented in
either of these reports. Similar to the Shannon and Wilson Report, it appears there is
additional data for these borings that are important for the tunnel alternative, but the reports
containing this data are not referenced or presented in the EA documents. Can this
information be made available as well?
I look forward to hearing back on these important sources of data.
Best Regards,

WSP,USA

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain information which is privileged, confidential, proprietary
or otherwise subject to restricted disclosure under applicable law. This message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or distr bution of, or reliance on, this message is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or you are not an authorized or intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Floyd Hill Question
Thursday, August 26, 2021 9:23:04 AM
image001.png

Hello CDOT Floyd Hill Project Team:
Has a draft structural selection report been developed for the viaducts, bridges, and walls depicted
in the EA? If a report exists, can it be made available on the project website?
Best regards,

T+ 1 303-728-3006
M+ 1 303-807-5641
WSP
1600 Broadway, 11th Floor
Denver, CO
80202
wsp.com

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain information which is privileged, confidential, proprietary
or otherwise subject to restricted disclosure under applicable law. This message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or distr bution of, or reliance on, this message is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or you are not an authorized or intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Questions about Floyd Hill Project
Sunday, August 29, 2021 4:23:09 PM

Hello, my name is
I am a homeowner on Floyd Hill (277 Hyland Dr.,
Evergreen, CO 80439). I am also a business owner and I operate a recording studio
out of my home. I am concerned about the potential impact on my business due to
construction noise from the project. As such I have a couple of questions about the
project.
It looks as if the widening of 70Westbound would begin near the 247 exit? Is that
correct? Can you give me an exact location where it would begin?
Do you have any idea when the construction would actually be taking place? Will it
occur during the day? at night? both?
What considerations are being given to residents/business owners who are effected by
the project? If I am unable to operate my business because of excessive noise will
there be recourse for me or am I just out of luck?
Please let me know about these things when you can and thanks in advance.
Thanks,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdot floydhillproject@state.co.us
Tunnels environmental impact
Saturday, September 4, 2021 10:11:38 AM

Hi,
I wanted to reach out about the environmental impact this project seems to be significantly
negatively impacting. I wanted to see what the options were and what the reasons are for the
project (positives, negatives, impacts ect.).
Thanks!
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9/28/21, 8:29 PM

State.co.us Executive Branch Mail - It's going fast

floydhillproject - CDOT, CDOT_ <cdot_floydhillproject@state.co.us>

It's going fast
Mon, Sep 27, 2021 at 4:40 PM
To: cdot_floydhillproject@state.co.us
In the mid 1960s, my dad built a trail for the state engineers to the top of the mountain on the east side of I 70 above the
US60, I 70 pa through At the top of that mountain wa a plit everal feet wide and ten of feet long Dad took me
there after the state engineers had finished core drilling. The results were that the mountain would cave into clear creek
sometime between one day and a thousand years. Has that been resolved? If it has May I get a more precise date, so I
won't be I Idaho Springs, Georgetown or in between when it does?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=6ce716ae2f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1712096491713308377&simpl=msg-f%3A17120964917…
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State.co.us Executive Branch Mail - Private Boaters on Clear Creek

floydhillproject - CDOT, CDOT_ <cdot_floydhillproject@state.co.us>

Private Boaters on Clear Creek
2 me

age
Fri, Nov 12, 2021 at 4:16 PM

To: cdot_floydhillproject@state.co.us
Hello,
I have reviewed the 'floyd hill environmental impact' file on the web.
The word 'rafting' i mentioned only 37 time
Upon deeper review. There is only mention of working with rafting companies for communication on closures for blasting
and safety.
I want to bring to light that there are just as many 'Private Boaters' on clear creek as there are commercial rafting
outfitters. communicating with the commercial outfits only achieves 50% communication to the whole clear creek boating
community.
Is there a way to communicate to the general public aka 'Private boaters' on clear creek regarding closures?
Thank you for

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/? k=6ce716ae2f&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1716266232653813283&simpl=msg-f%3A17162662326…
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2. AGENCY COMMENTS RECEIVED

EXHIBIT 1
Open Space Commission EA comment letter

EXHIBIT 2
October 5, 2020 CCC letter

As the Officials with Jurisdiction, Clear Creek County as the owner of the 4(f) property objects to
the “South Frontage Road” option as it does not meet the Section 4(f) requirement that: “The use
of Section 4(f) resources is only permitted if no feasible and prudent alternative to the use can be
identified”. The two other alternatives, “North Frontage Road” and “Canyon Viaduct” are both
prudent and feasible alternatives.
CDOT has indicated that the Floyd Hill project may be redesigned to a significant degree in the
final design phase. Will the Determination of Effects be revisited at that time?
Clear Creek County appreciates being included in this deliberation.

Thank you,
Amy Saxton,

Strategic & Community Planning Division Director
Clear Creek County
PO Box 2000
405 Argentine Street
Georgetown, CO 80444
303-679-4238 (o)
303-877-0579 (m)

EXHIBIT 3
May 10, 2021 CCC letter

EXHIBIT 4
Open Space Commission Map of Hidden Valley Open Space Park

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 8
1595 Wynkoop Street
Denver, CO 80202-1129
Phone 800-227-8917
www.epa.gov/region08

October 1, 2021
Ref: 8ORA-N
John M. Cater, P.E., Division Administrator
c/o Stephanie Gibson, Environmental Program Manager
Federal Highway Administration, Colorado Division
12300 West Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
Lakewood, Colorado 80228
Dear Administrator Cater:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 8 has reviewed the Federal Highway
Administration’s (FHWA) September 22, 2020, Draft Environmental Assessment (Draft EA) for
the I-70, Floyd Hill to Veterans Memorial Tunnels Project (Project). The FHWA has prepared
the Draft EA as tiered from the 2011 I-70 Mountain Corridor Programmatic EIS which
recommended highway improvements for a six-lane component from Floyd Hill through the
Twin Tunnels (MP 243 to MP 247), including a bike trail and frontage roads from Idaho Springs
to Hidden Valley and Hidden Valley to US 6.
The EPA appreciates FHWA’s communication and coordination tools used for this project. We
found the virtual public reading room to be user friendly and informative. We support the two
proposed permanent air quality monitors at Floyd Hill and Idaho Springs to collect data on local
air quality conditions. We also appreciate that the Draft EA identifies opportunities where
riparian habitat improvements along Clear Creek could be made. We encourage the inclusion of
these elements into the final design and decision for this Project.
The Draft EA identifies three alternatives for consideration: the Canyon Viaduct alternative
(preferred), the Tunnel alternative and the No Action alternative. In in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, we are
providing the enclosed comments on impacts to water resources and air quality.
We appreciate your consideration of our comments as you develop the Final EA. These are
intended to help ensure a thorough assessment of the project’s environmental impacts and an
informed decision-making process.

Enclosure - EPA Comments
Federal Highway Administration: I-70 Floyd Hill to Veterans Memorial Tunnel Project
(1) Water Resources
Clear Creek Realignment
For both action alternatives, the Draft EA identifies 1,400 linear feet of Clear Creek that will
be realigned to accommodate curve flattening of the highway; however, the Draft EA does
not present specific information describing this realignment. Realigning Clear Creek could
have the potential for significant direct and indirect impacts to downstream morphology,
therefore, the EPA recommends the Final EA include the more developed design plans that
we understand have been completed since the Draft EA was published. The NEPA process
benefits from being completed concurrently with the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404
Individual Permit that is required for the Clear Creek’s realignment. In this way it fully
informs the final design of the project as well as the public, government agencies,
stakeholders and the decision makers of potential impacts and mitigation that will ultimately
inform the final decision. Specifically, we recommend the EA include diagrams to compare
the current stream configuration to the realigned configuration. The diagrams should be to
scale and show the distance the stream is being moved. Because stream realignment is
perhaps the most likely component of the project to adversely impact the environment, we
also recommend the Final EA assess the impacts and potential benefit to the stream from the
realignment.
CWA Section 404
We note that the CWA Section 404 permitting process will require more detailed information
on aquatic resource impacts and mitigation than what was provided in the Draft EA.
Unavoidable impacts to jurisdictional wetlands and streams must be compensated as required
by 40 C.F.R, § 230.91. Mitigation for unavoidable impacts to water resources, including
those related to the stream realignment, will be a critical component in the upcoming CWA
Section 404 permitting process. This will help ensure adequate compensation for the lost
wetland and stream resources resulting from project implementation.
In 2020, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) finalized the Colorado Mitigation
Procedures (COMP) which is intended to standardize the Corps’ compensatory mitigation
procedures for quantifying wetland and stream losses (debits) and compensatory mitigation
(credits) within the State of Colorado. The COMP states, “Whenever stream mitigation is
required, the applicant will be required to provide the Corps with a stream mitigation plan
that would offset the functional loss that is anticipated to result from the permitted activity.”
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Colorado Mitigation Procedures Version 2.0 further
states:
“Functional feet (FF) is the primary unit of measurement that is used for calculating the
amount of compensation that is required for stream impacts (debits) in Colorado. The
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Albuquerque, Omaha, and Sacramento Districts calculate FF as the product of: (1) the
estimated change in functions resulting from the permitted activity; and (2) the quantity
(linear feet) of resources impacted. When stream mitigation is required to offset stream
impacts, applicants should use the CSQT Debit Calculation Guide or other case-by-case
Corps-approved FCAM, where appropriate for the site, to calculate the amount of stream
loss that would result from the permitted activity.”
To quantify the anticipated stream impacts in functional feet, the EPA recommends that the
FHWA, in coordination with the Corps, conduct a baseline and proposed condition
assessment of impacted stream segments in the project area using the Colorado Stream
Quantification Tool (CSQT). Combined with a jurisdictional determination, the output of the
CSQT analysis will be essential for determining permitting requirements under the CWA
Section 404. Utilizing the CSQT also has the added benefit of improving the performance
standards being applied to stream mitigation locations by providing an objective and
quantifiable measure of the change in functional lift between existing and proposed stream
conditions.
The final mitigation plan for the CWA Section 404 permit will need to contain the 12
components outlined in the 2008 Mitigation Rule, including: objectives, site selection, site
protection instrument, baseline information, determination of credits, mitigation work plan,
maintenance plan, performance standards, monitoring requirements, long-term management
plan, adaptive management plan, and financial assurances [40 C.F.R. §230.94]. We
recommend these 404 permits elements and conditions be included into the final design of
the project.
(2) Air Quality
The EPA appreciates the inclusion of the Air Quality Technical Report (AQTR) as well as
the information prepared by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) in the state
air quality report. The quantitative emissions estimate from the MOVES model is helpful to
understand the potential differences between the alternatives.
The Draft EA states that improvements to I-70 and its access points are expected to improve
the Level of Service (LOS) and air quality during peak periods. The analysis of the EA notes
that construction activities may result in air quality impacts near the Project. Therefore, we
are supportive of FHWA’s commitment to install and operate two permanent air quality
monitors along the corridor as well as conduct real-time particulate (PM10) monitoring during
construction.
The analysis section of the Draft EA states that construction impacts will be minor and the
AQTR makes the conclusion that no significant impact will occur since the project has met
the requirements of Transportation Conformity. However, we do not recommend making this
conclusion based solely on the criteria for evaluating Transportation Conformity. As noted in
the document and its appendices, air quality impacts may occur during construction and
highway traffic may affect air quality in the I-70 Mountain Corridor (see EA page 45). To
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inform the decision, we recommend that the EA focus on which options and alternatives
would be expected to result in the best air quality.
Air Quality Monitoring
The Draft EA does not present specific information regarding the two permanent monitors
that will be installed. We recommend that the EA include information regarding what
pollutants FHWA would monitor at the permanent locations. We also recommend that the
monitoring include pollutants that could inform whether I-70 operations are impacting air
quality, such as PM10, PM2.5 and NO2 (in addition to pollutants of interest to FHWA). In
addition, it may be helpful if the stations can capture meteorological data. We recommend
that the monitoring stations be installed prior to project initiation so that pre-project air
quality can be captured. We also recommend that the Final EA include further specifics on
the monitoring plans for these stations.
The Draft EA does not identify the specific procedures that will be followed for PM10
monitoring at construction locations. We recommend implementing a monitoring plan to
assure that high quality data will be collected and will be of most use to FHWA. We are
available to assist with temporary or permanent monitoring, if desired.
Transportation Conformity
The Project lies partially within the Denver/Metro North Front Range nonattainment area for
ozone and the Denver Metro maintenance areas for carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate
matter (PM10). Highway projects that require FHWA approval and lie within such
nonattainment or maintenance areas are subject to the applicable requirements of the federal
Transportation Conformity Rule in 40 CFR part 93, subpart A. Generally, the project must be
shown to conform with the applicable implementation plan for attaining national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQS). Project planners should also demonstrate no creation or increase
in localized violations of standards, specifically with respect to the project’s expected CO
and PM10 emissions.
To demonstrate the Project’s conformity for the ozone nonattainment and PM10 and CO
maintenance areas, the EA cites the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the 20202023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), as required under 40 CFR §§ 93.114 and
93.115. The EPA understands that at the time of the Draft EA’s development these were the
current versions. However, these documents have since been updated, so we recommend that
the citation of, and reference to, the relevant RTP and TIP be updated to reflect the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s June 21, 2021 issuance of a conformity determination for the
newer 2050 Metro Vision RTP and 2022-2025 TIP. As only one conforming RTP or TIP
may exist in each designated area at any one time (see 40 CFR § 93.114(a)), the EA should
reference the project’s inclusion in the current conforming RTP and TIP.
The Draft EA did not fully summarize information from the 2020 report titled, I-70 Floyd
Hill to Veterans Memorial Tunnels Traffic Technical Report, and we were unable to find the
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report, as cited. The Transportation Conformity determination would have benefited from the
inclusion of the report because it includes information regarding fleet count and fleet
characteristics. We recommend that report be made available on the Project website and the
EA summarize information referenced from that report. This could be accomplished by
including illustrative tables of the vehicle fleet breakdown to clearly demonstrate that the
project services neither a significant number of diesel vehicles nor a vehicle population with
a significant percentage of diesel vehicles. This will support FHWA’s demonstration that the
project will not cause or contribute to any localized CO or PM10 violations according to the
requirements of 40 CFR § 93.116 without a quantitative hot-spot analysis and given that the
project is included in a transportation plan with a valid regional emissions analysis and
FHWA found that the project meets none of the criteria for a project of air quality concern
under § 93.123(a)-(b).
Express Lane Analysis
We recommend that FHWA better explain or reconsider the decision not to carry forward the
three westbound general-purpose lane (3GPL) option in the EA. Improving LOS and safety
are the primary purposes and needs for this project. As a result, it would benefit the EA and
inform the decision to assess and compare the performance of the 3GPL lanes against the
pay-to-use EL for impacts to air resources, travel safety, travel speeds and times, and overall
LOS. The Transportation and Traffic Technical Report (TTTR) includes the information
necessary to compare overall I-70 operation and LOS. If our interpretation of TTTR is
correct, it appears the 3GPL option would improve LOS compared to the EL option. Because
LOS, air quality and safety are closely related, EPA recommends including the 3GPL as an
alternative in the EA to evaluate whether that option provides an opportunity for the design
of the project to further improve air quality and safety.
Westbound Lane Options
In general, the TTTR indicates better westbound performance for the 3GPL lanes. Aside
from peak traffic flows it appears that a pay-to-use EL would not be highly utilized, limiting
traffic patterns to two-lane flow. The TTTR indicates that the Highway Safety Manual
(HSM) modeling was not performed for the 3GPL option because, “a decision was made that
the proposed action would include an express lane as the third westbound I-70 lane.” (TTTR,
p. 118). We recommend that the FHWA add analysis to the Final EA that compares the
safety of the 3GPL to the EL option, ideally using the HSM modeling methods to better
support a decision to construct the preferred express lane alternative rather than the 3GPL
option.
If it is not feasible to do the suggested HSM modeling, we recommend the information be
summarized from the TTTR to compare the performance of the 3GPL lanes to the pay-to-use
EL option and evaluated whether 3GPL for westbound Floyd Hill provides for greater
highway safety and LOS thereby best serves the project purpose and need. Specifically, we
recommend the Final EA summarize the following points that are detailed in the TTTR to
characterize the 3GPL option in the EA:
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Exhibits 116, 117, 119 and 121 depict traffic volumes. For pay-to-use lanes, vehicles per
hour volumes are near zero except during peak periods and therefore will not improve
highway service beyond two lanes for most of the day.
Exhibits 124 and 125 indicate that traffic on US-40 will be minimized with 3GPL rather
than an EL. This will benefit local traffic patterns who rely on US-40 to access their
property.
Page 122, Section 6.4.3 of the TTTR report summarizes travel time stating, “Going
westbound during the morning peak, the [TransModeler] model with three generalpurpose lanes (3GPL) has shorter travel times than the model with the third lane as an
express lane.”
Page 123, Section 6.4.3 of the TTTR indicates that for winter Saturday westbound travel
times, “The EL option has higher travel times than the 3GPL option for winter
westbound.” The following paragraph in that section summarizes a similar trend for
summer Sunday travel, “with the 3GPL option having a slightly lower westbound travel
time than the EL option.”
Page 125, Section 6.4.4.1 Travel Speeds and Congestion, Tunnel Alternative – The
conclusion provided is that “Westbound congestion occurs for more hours of the day for
the EL option as shown by reduced speeds for longer than for the 3GPL option. Peak
congestion in the westbound direction is more severe for the 3GPL option, despite
clearing faster.”
Exhibit 148 and 149 present Tunnel Alternative congestion diagrams and show better
performance for 3GPL rather than EL option.
Exhibit 152 and 153 present congestion diagrams for summer westbound travel that
shows that the 3GPL option produces less congestion than the EL option.
Page 130, Section 6.4.4.2 Travel Speeds and Congestion, Canyon Viaduct Alternative –
The conclusions provided for this alternative are that for winter “The EL options for the
viaduct [compared to the 3GPL] has lower speeds at the westbound peak for more of the
corridor and takes longer to recover.” For the summer, “Westbound speeds are slightly
higher for the 3GPL option.”
Exhibit 156 and 157 indicate less winter westbound congestion is expected for the 3GPL
option rather than the EL option for the Canyon Viaduct alternative.
Exhibit 160 and 161 do not show significant differences in summer westbound
congestion when comparing the 3GPL and EL options.
Exhibits 164-165 and 166-167 – Travel time reliability in the Tunnel Alternative and
Canyon Viaduct Alternative are better for the 3GPL. Further for winter travel reliability
Exhibits 164 and 166 depict disproportionately poor travel reliability for 2GP lanes as
compared to the 1EL in the 2GP+1EL option. Whereas the travel reliability of all lanes in
the 3GPL option are better than the reliability of the 2GP lanes if a third lane is an EL.
Exhibits 168 compared to Exhibit 172 for LOS for the Tunnel Alternative shows better
LOS for 3GPL rather than EL option.
Exhibit 170 compared to Exhibit 174 shows that for the Tunnel Alternative summer
westbound LOS is better for the 3GPL. Further the EL option seems to produce a failure
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condition during the mid-day, whereas the 3GPL option does not produce any failure
conditions.
Exhibit 176 compared to Exhibit 180 shows significantly better performance for 3GPL
rather than EL option for the Canyon Viaduct winter westbound LOS. Failure conditions
are significantly reduced in the 3GPL option, whereas failure conditions are predominant
in the EL option.
Exhibit 178 compared to Exhibit 182 shows significantly better performance for 3GPL
rather than EL option for the Canyon Viaduct summer westbound LOS. Failure
conditions are not projected for the 3GPL option, while failure conditions occur for up to
four hours at several locations for the EL option.
Exhibit 185 presents Canyon Viaduct Alternative ramp terminal intersection LOS and
shows significantly better LOS for the 3GPL rather than the EL options for the Hidden
Valley WB Ramps, Hidden Valley EB Ramp-NB CCP and overall, and notably US 6 and
US 40 (which has a failure condition for the EL option).
Eastbound Lane Options

For eastbound traffic much of the information in the TTTR shows very little difference in
performance of the highway whether there is an EL, suggesting no LOS benefit to requiring
payment to use the EL. If no benefit to LOS is expected, we recommend reevaluating
whether the addition of an eastbound EL will meet the purpose and need of the project.
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